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“Service coordination tracks how well a service provider works within the
LBS and EO delivery system and in the community.”
(LBS Guidelines 2016)
Service coordination is a top priority for Literacy and Basic Skills agencies to help meet the varied
needs of the learners in your programs. And based on the needs of individual learners and the makeup of your communities, service coordination can be very different from learner to learner, and from
community to community.
One of Community Literacy of Ontario’s research initiatives in 2016-2017 was to identify Service
Coordination challenges and successes of LBS agencies. To explore this important topic, CLO
conducted key informant interviews, hosted a provincial online focus group/roundtable and
developed and circulated a detailed survey. We wrapped it up with two interactive Service
Coordination webinars that received excellent reviews, and additional strategies captured from the
webinars are also included in this newsletter.
The newsletter shares the highlights of our research and features existing best practices, successes
and challenges related to Service Coordination faced by LBS programs.
Service Coordination in Literacy and Basic Skills – Let’s Talk was researched and written by Jette
Cosburn. CLO sincerely thanks the many practitioners whose generous feedback and insights have
informed this newsletter. And we also thank the Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills
development for funding CLO to research a topic that is of major importance for LBS agencies.
The views reflected in this publication do not necessarily reflect those of the Province.
This Employment Ontario service is funded in part by the Government of Canada and the Government
of Ontario through the Canada-Ontario Job Fund Agreement.
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CLO’s Service Coordination Research Results
s

Based on preliminary research (focus group, key informant interviews, informal input from literacy
agencies), CLO conducted a detailed provincial Service Coordination survey in February 2017. Thirtyone LBS agencies responded and provided detailed information that generates a clear picture of the
current challenges and successes of service coordination in LBS agencies.
CLO is delighted to share the following aggregate survey results with you. All percentages have been
rounded and may not equal 100%.

Information about the 31 respondents





48% of respondents were from Central Region
19% from Northern Region
13% from Eastern Region
19% from Western Region






36% from a rural area
16% from a small urban area
29% from a large urban area
19% from a mixed rural/urban area



33% identified as being multi-service agencies



48% identified as being co-located with other
Employment Ontario agencies or community
service agencies

Service Coordination Targets






90% of responding LBS agencies said that they will meet their Service Quality Standard (SQS)
target for Service Coordination
10% of responding agencies said that they will NOT meet their SQS target for Service
Coordination
80% of respondents said they will not have any difficulty meeting the target
20% of respondents said they will have difficulty meeting the target
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Service Coordination Challenges
97% of respondents identified service coordination challenges from a
list of challenges gathered during a provincial focus group.
Even though 80% of respondents didn’t identify any
difficulty meeting their SQS target, 97% did identify
Service Coordination challenges from a predetermined
list. The list of challenges was generated from key
informant interviews, informal conversations and from
a roundtable of LBS agencies from across Ontario.
So it appears that while LBS practitioners are really
good at their jobs, and most are meeting their service
coordination targets, the challenges of service
coordination are real!
The following is a list of the service coordination challenges provided in the survey and the
percentage of LBS agencies that identified them as challenges that they currently face. It should also
be noted that in all cases, multiple challenges were selected by all agencies.
















Word of mouth referrals don’t count
Doesn’t allow agencies to be validated for work conducted
for unexpected early exits
Clients don’t always want referrals
Suitability requirements are too narrow and too few
Inadequate resources (financial/human)
Referrals and how they are counted is too limited
Challenging to work/co-ordinate with Ontario Works
Lack of reciprocal referrals
Information collected isn’t informing agencies about what is
happening now with current/active clients
Lack of understanding about learners being able to access
more than one service at a time
Not enough service organizations at local planning tables
Interim referrals to other services don’t count
Lack of other services in our community
Need the flexibility to collect selected data in CaMS reports
Perceived duplication in services

77%
67%
53%
47%
40%
37%
33%
23%
23%
23%
20%
17%
17%
13%
10%
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Other concerns/challenges separately identified by survey participants:









Can’t count a referral in CaMS until the learner has accessed the service
Shouldn’t have to report if they actually went – infringes on learners’ privacy
Not able to report in CaMS on time taken for Initial Assessment services; especially for those
who leave after assessment or who are referred to another program.
Clients don't need a referral because they are already connected with other appropriate
services
Ongoing recruitment/outreach required as programs that refer in may change or end
While some people require referrals to more than one agency, only one referral counts
Referrals only count once learner has left the program
If you do not continue to enter referrals for new students at the rate established in the first
quarter, your numbers begin to shrink.

What Factors Make Service Coordination Successful?
CLO’s survey asked respondents to share the factors that they feel make Service Coordination
successful. The majority of factors were repeated multiple times without any prompts from the
survey itself.

Success Factors:











Excellent relationship with Ontario Works
Excellent relationship/partnership with local Employment Services
Good partnerships with other community agencies.
Stakeholder presentations
Co-location with other service agencies/Employment Ontario
services
Caring about the learner and their needs
Healthy relationships with other Literacy and Basic Skills agencies
in the area
Diligent tracking
How referrals are entered into CaMS – counting everything and
knowing what counts
Strategic marketing
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Coordinated services within the local LSP
Participation on various committees and working groups in the community
Referring agencies know your services and who to refer
Standardized referral form
Provision of wrap-around services
Networking at learning events
Partnership agreements with referral organizations
Accurate / dependable assessment results and reports to referral sources

Strategies to Strengthen Referrals /Service Coordination
According to CLO’s survey and comments from our Service Coordination webinar, the following are
some of the strategies and best practices being used by Literacy and Basic Skills agencies to
strengthen service coordination and referrals.

Connect Constantly
It is a lot of work, but you stay on the radar of EO service providers
and community agencies. You told us that you:









Meet with staff from other service providers for presentations
or discussions about each other's services. It usually takes a
few times making contact before referrals become more
frequent. This doesn't have to be 2-3 presentations; it could
entail a presentation, a friendly email about your services, and
sharing ideas at a networking meeting that Employment
Ontario agencies and other services attend
Ensure constant connection to be confident that your agency understands the referring
agency’s needs and as a result you can provide solutions through your services
Use feedback from agency personnel and learners to update existing programs and develop
new programs to meet the needs of the learners
Share information about upcoming events or programs
Make face-to-face connections to ensure that other agencies really understand what you do
and what you can offer clients
Provide other agencies with useful information regarding available LBS programs in the
community
Network with other services providers via social media, exchange of business cards/email
addresses
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Provide regular reports / emails / contact with stakeholders
Reach out monthly to become well known in your community
Gain a better understanding of what other service providers offer to strengthen your
confidence to make appropriate referral choices
Maintain relationships on an ongoing basis to keep referrals strong

Attend Employment Service/Community agency staff meetings







Explain your program and Literacy and Basic Skills
Help staff at these agencies learn how to broach the subject of the availability of literacy skills
training to their clients
Talk about the range of literacy services that you offer that can meet their clients’ needs
Build recognition and stronger relationships with case workers and managers
Promote coordinated approaches to services/training
Explain the benefits from Service Coordination and how a reciprocal relationship can be
mutually beneficial

Deliver formal presentations/workshops to Employment Services/community
agencies/clients








Have panel presentations and provide informative posters ahead of time (with all the
presenters' contact info and a synopsis of their services) and send detailed notes after the
sessions
Conduct practical exercises to show milestones/competencies so other agencies will have a
better understanding of Literacy and Basic Skills
Provide a one-day snap shot training on Essential Skills and their link with employment. As
part of the training, conduct Literacy Assessments to assist with next steps for potential
clients. This creates some direct referrals, and generates appropriate referrals geared to
appropriate levels and goal paths
Share successes
Show the client needs that you can meet that benefit both agencies, with solid outcomes

Work with other Literacy and Basic Skills agencies in your region





Make appropriate referrals
Develop partnerships
Offer distance education (e-Channel, ACE online)
Coordinate with your LSP
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Develop new partnerships each year
Ask community programs if they’ve ever
referred to your program and if not, why not?
Provide onsite assessment services


Create opportunities for “warm referrals”

Attend other agencies' outreach events



Show your support for other service providers
and promote Literacy and Basic Skills
Be a good partner

Invite external organizations to your meetings for a tour of your agency and to share
information
Monitor / track diligently





Review CaMS stats prior to quarter end and follow up with learners that haven't received a
referral. Especially those that referred in as word of mouth.
Put notes on the file immediately when the referral takes place, so it will get entered into
CaMS
Keep a daily log - track as phone calls or walk in referrals occur. If you are not organized, you
will never be able to track all you do in a day
Count everything and know what counts

Have a staff member from a community agency/Ontario Works/Employment
Services sit on your Board of Directors
Offer flexible of programming to meet needs of learners /potential referrals



Provide targeted training in partnership with Ontario Works
Offer / support e-channel learning
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Conduct direct marketing



Conduct monthly email campaigns or promotions
Send out / drop off printed brochures or pamphlets

Participate on as many committees as possible


Focus on committees that promote education and employment (e.g., Workforce Planning
Board, Local Immigration Partnership, Education Action Committees, Prosperity Round Table
and working groups, etc.)

Share physical space with other agencies in your community (Employment Services,
Ontario Works, libraries)
Build on success!
If you meet the needs of learners referred to your program – it is almost guaranteed that more
referrals will come your way.

Strategies to Assess Additional Support/Referral Needs
Assess the need continually or on an ongoing basis







Maintain an open door policy and let
learners know they can ask for help
accessing support services
Have discussion, discussion, discussion.
Learners will often open up once they feel
comfortable and have established a rapport
with staff.
Hold frequent meetings, interviews and
interact daily
Check in frequently with tutors or
instructors
Monitor progress reports during program to
allow for discussion about learner needs
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Review CaMS data prior to quarter end


Talk with specific learners that don't have any referrals entered, especially those that entered
via word of mouth

Conduct a thorough assessment at intake





Ensure that the interview and goal-setting process at intake allows learners to reveal whether
additional supports/referrals are needed
Ask questions about housing stability, dependents, and barriers to learning that might impact
a learner’s time in the program
Have open up discussion about needs for housing supports, child-care or parenting
workshops, and other health issues
Share with learners, at intake, the next step referrals that may be appropriate for them once
they have met the sub goals necessary to move forward

Check in monthly with learners and tutors


Use monthly reports / logs to give your instructors/ tutors an opportunity to comment on any
changes in a learner's situation that might require supports/referral

Ask learners exiting the program about any supports they need
Develop an awareness of the various services and supports available in your
community



Commit to knowing what’s available to your learners
Place a poster in meeting rooms to remind tutors/learners what referrals are possible
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Tracking Service Coordination
CLO is interested in how LBS are tracking all of the pieces involved with service-coordination. In the
survey you told us that the following methods are being used in your agencies.

You develop and use your own tracking forms/logs
To keep track of
 how people learned about your program
 phone inquiries, walk-in clients
 assessed clients and where they are referred to
 whether or not they enrolled
 referrals out
 all of your agency partners and the programs you
complete referrals to
The information is used to
 confirm follow through on referrals out and/or to determine if further action is required
 complete annual summaries
 collect and input aggregate data into EOIS CAMS on a monthly basis
 provide information for all Ministry visitor to the LBS program
 support the fiscal year’s data entered into EOIS CAMS

You use EOIS-CaMS



Review data in the monthly reports
Hide columns and rows in Report 61 and zero in on active learners. Actually highlight the
referrals that count and see where the gaps are. Contact those learners and ask if there are
any supports/referrals that they need.

You have referral forms and a formal referral process




Use a referral form developed by regional literacy network
Have a template developed for referrals to other literacy programs (e.g. if someone moves
etc.)
Copy and attach referral forms to the monthly tracking sheets to support data entered into
CaMS
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96% of our survey respondents have referral policies and procedures
and 82% have formal referral protocols in place with other referral
organizations!
You track service coordination efforts in the learner files
Using case notes and your own forms to
 document any information on learner progress
 track all document efforts /referrals by staff
 follow up with learners
 follow up with referrals
 make notes on registered learners referred to other
programs and services while attending your programs
 allow CaMS data entry person to notify program
coordinator if they notice that a referral has not been
made and/or completed, while they are entering updated
learning plan information

You use data from QSARs


at staff meetings and with outside referral agencies to evaluate existing programming and to
discuss learners’ future needs

You call learners
You speak with other practitioners
You also track your outreach




to determine how many people and which agencies
attend your presentations / events
to evaluate your marketing
to monitor your “asks” – which agencies are referring
as a result of your strategies
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In CLO’s “Service Coordination Trials and Tribulations webinars, we further explored Service
Coordination tracking. Participants were polled about the number of methods used to track referrals
and the amount of time it takes. This poll provided some interesting but not surprising results.

How many methods do you use to track referrals/service coordination?






One:
Two:
Three:
Four:
Five or more:

7% of respondents
35%
29%
14%
14%

How many hours do you estimate are spent monthly on track and reporting service
coordination?






1-3 hours:
4-6 hours :
7-8 hours:
9-10:
11+ hours:

27% of respondents
33%
13%
20%
7%

Service Coordination Resources
Community Literacy of Ontario is pleased to share several of the valuable resources that have been
developed to help support Literacy and Basic Skills agencies in their Service Coordination role. This is
not an exhaustive list, but it is rather a sampling of some of the resources available to you.
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Community Literacy of Ontario’s Service Coordination: Trials and Tribulations
Webinar
In this one-hour webinar, CLO explored Service Coordination challenges, successes and best practices.
Real-life examples were shared to showcase agency struggles and agency successes. Participants had
the opportunity to share their experiences and support their LBS colleagues.

Community Literacy of Ontario’s Newsletters / Webinars
CLO has produced three newsletters/webinars that address the topic of Service Coordination.
1. Literacy and OW: Best Practices for Serving Ontario Works Clients
Given the high numbers of OW clients in Literacy and Basic Skills programs, CLO researched and
wrote this newsletter on best practices for working with clients who are on Ontario Works.
In addition to producing this newsletter, CLO also hosted a webinar on this important topic
Literacy + OW: Best Practices for Serving Ontario Works Clients
2. Literacy and Innovation = Success!
In this newsletter CLO shares eight innovative LBS partnerships with Ontario Works,
employment services, other service providers, the local community and employers. A
corresponding webinar, Literacy and Innovation = Success was also hosted by CLO.
3. LBS Service Coordination Success Stories
CLO highlights 10 examples of successful service coordination partnerships between
community-based LBS agencies and other service providers in their communities, such as
Ontario Works, Employment Services, public health, homeless shelters, and many others. To
further support LBS practitioners, CLO hosted a Service Coordination Success Stories webinar.
All of these newsletters are available for free on CLO’s website at
www.communityliteracyofontario.ca/

Western Region Best Practices Interviews with Programs
In 2015, the Western Region support organizations interviewed programs identified by the Ministry
as champions in the areas of
 Completion of Goal Path
 Service Coordination
 Learner Progress
 Suitability
These interviews resulted in a collection of extremely useful resources (tip sheets, webinar,
transcripts) that can found at www.learningnetworks.ca/WesternRegionBestPracticeInterviews.php
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Formalizing Transitions between Employment Services and LBS Project
Through this project, the Simcoe/Muskoka Literacy Network researched the ways in which
Employment Services and Literacy and Basic Skills programs work together to promote reciprocal
transitions. Visit http://literacynetwork.ca/resources/transitions-project/ to access these project
resources:





Guide to Current and Emerging Practices in Transitions, that documents current best practices
related to transitioning LBS learners to ES and ES clients to LBS, along with examples of screening
tools and workshops that are in use provincially and beyond, and results of any piloted best
practices
A webinar to share the initial results of the research
Face-to-face training sessions for LBS and ES providers, based on the webinar

Enhancing Transitions – Client Perspectives Project
The Simcoe/Muskoka Literacy Network and Metro Toronto Movement for Literacy were partners in a
project called Enhancing Transitions – Client Perspectives. Built on the earlier project “Formalizing
Transitions Between Literacy and Employment Services”, this new project explores referral and
transition experiences from the perspectives of Employment Ontario learners and clients. The
insights gained from the 2 projects were combined into a Revised Guide to Current and Emerging
Practices in Transitions. For more information and to access project resources, visit
http://literacynetwork.ca/projects/enhancing-transitions-client-perspectives-project/

In Conclusion
It comes as no surprise to Community Literacy of Ontario that LBS agencies are working continually to
help meet the many needs of learners in their programs. You face multiple challenges as you address
service coordination and you experience significant successes. Thank you for sharing your wisdom
with CLO and for allowing us to share it with your LBS colleagues across the province. It is our hope
that this newsletter will be a useful Service Coordination resource for LBS practitioners.
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